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MANZAR, the WHITE INDIAN

When smoke-sign spelled danger in the Black Hills, Dan Carter, the trader, vanished... and blazing along the peril-trails rode the bright arrow, blue-eyed son of the Sioux, shouting the battle-cry the lawless feared—'HOKA-HAI!'

RED FAWN

A maiden's work is stewing fish and building teepees and chewing buffalo skins. But Red Fawn, the little firebrand, had a truant foot and a warrior's heart and an ear that marked when the windigo breeze whispered the forbidden.

CHIP of the PONY EXPRESS

You are Chip Blake of Kentucky, just turned eighteen. Your mouth is dry and your hand sweats upon the stock of your carbine. You are proud and scared, for in three minutes you mount and ride to risk your scalp for the Pony Express.

ORPHAN of the STORM

What name for him— for this little wild horse? Shall we call him Drifter? or Blue Brave? or Killer-of-Wolves? Listen to his story, so dark with dread yet so bright with courage, and see what name it writes for you.

LONG BOW

The war-painted crows swooped from the dark—'YAA-HEE! we slay!'—and Long Bow, the Blackfoot boy, was a lone, lost fugitive in a grim and hungry land, and his only escape was a white-devil's door with a hundred hooting traps behind it!
The Wild Trappers of the Black Hills called him Dan Carter, and sneered at the name... to them the tall nephew of Old Pegleg Carter, Boss of the Trading Post at Cougar Pass, was only half a man...

But his Indian brothers of captive boyhood days called him Manzar, the Bright Arrow—best and bravest of their braves!
ONE DAY IN SPRING...

THIS WHEEL'S FLUMB BUSTED, PANKY... BETTER FIX IT NOW.

THEN RAISE A YELL AT THE GATE... PEGLEG CARTER'S GOT NO LOVE FOR US, BUT HE CAN'T REFUSE US HELP!

HO! ONE OF PANKY HARLOW'S WAGONS... LET 'EM YELL, DAN! THEY'RE PRIME SKUNKS!

AHHH... UNCLE PEG... I'LL GO SEE WHAT'S TROUBLING 'EM...

LOOK, SEÑOR PANKY—A HELPING HAND... AND WHAT A HANDSOME ONE! 'ALLO, BLUE- EYES!
THAT WHEEL NEEDS A NEW RIM, HARLOW... WHERE'S YOUR AXLE-BLOCKS?

YOU MEAN YOU'LL FIX IT? GOOD! HEY, SOME OF YOU MEN GET A HOLD, HERE—

NO NEED FOR THAT! SHOVE THAT BLOCK IN PLACE - THAT'S IT - AND I'LL SNAKE THE WHEEL OFF IN A JIFFY!

BEHOLD HIM, PAN-KEE! LIKE A FEATHER HE LIFTS THE LOADED WAGON... AH, WHAT MUCHO HOMBRE!

SHOWIN' OFF FOR STELLA, HUH? MAXIN' A FOOL OF ME.

SOON, IN THE CLANGING BLACKSMITH SHOP OF THE POST, THE BRIGHT-EYED STELLA PURSUES HER WOMAN'S MISCHIEF... "YOU DON'T MIND IF I WATCH, BLUE-EYES?"

AND NOW YOU ROAM THE HILLS FOR UGLY WAR-MASKS WHILE OTHERS HUNT FUR AND GOLD... DID YOU NEVER THINK THAT PAN-KEE HARLOW COULD USE A MAN LIKE YOU—

THE FIRE—LOOK OUT!

THERE'S YOUR ANSWER, LITTLE FOOL! PLAYING HARLOW'S OUTLAW GAME IS PLAYING WITH FIRE—

WHO SAYS SO, YOU SON OF A FLEA-BIT SQUAW?
NO, PAN-KEE! IT WAS MY FAULT!
I'LL LEARN YOU NOT TO BE SO FREE WITH YOUR LIP AND YOUR PAWS, MUSCLE-MAN!

GOT TO FALL WITH HIS BLOW... CAN'T FIGHT BACK...

STAND UP, YOU YELLOW-LIVERED COYOTE!
I-- I'M NO BRAWLER, HARLOW... LET ME ALONE!

MAUL A WOMAN, BUT RUN FROM A MAN, EH?
FINE BREED OF SKUNK YOU RAISE AT COUGAR PASS, PEGLEG!

HUSH, PEG! HE'S SPOILIN' FOR TROUBLE--ITCHIN' TO GO FOR HIS GUNS!

WAR-MASKS! BIG GROWL, AND NO GUTS BEHIND IT! WELL, HERE'S WHAT PANKY HARLOW THINKS OF THE LIKES OF YOU!

LATER...

BUT DOGNAB IT, NEIL! WHAT AILS THE BOY? I KNOW DAN'N AIN'T A COWARD--

JUST REDSKIN WAYS HE'LL SOON OUTGROW... LIKE THE WAY HE'S A-SULKIN' OUTSIDE NOW...

RIDE ON, HARLOW! LAUGH AND RIDE ON... BUT WE'LL, SOON MEET AGAIN... MY GUN-SWIFT FRIEND, IF THE SMOKE IN THE HILLS SPEAKS TRUE!
Next day in the Far Hills...

Yes, still, that ruckus at Cougar Pass still pleases me... that's what I want in this country—trouble! The more I stir up, the better it pays me...

Someday I aim to own old Peg-leg Carter's post... I'll boss the whole Dakotas.

Look! Your scout!

All set, Panky! The blue-coat birds are flyin' straight for our trap... but what's that smoke—talk yonder?

Just inums, Ned... tame Sioux that can't even track their stolen horses... c'mon, boys—army gold is a-calling!

Above...

They go, eyes-of-night— the proud white men, masters of a crazy land!

And they have crazed it, young one, with guns and greed... but look—our rope pulls! Our smoke is answered!

Your sign calls, o Mato-yun... what need has my great father for the least and poorest of his sons?
Manzar! Again the bright arrow speeds into the dark of my woes!

You mean the ponies stolen by white raiders two moons ago?

More than that, my son! I see war—unless you halt it now!

War? Does Black Fox, the firebrand of my brothers, chant his scalp-song again? But let me dress for danger, first, and tell me of it as we ride!

I know the thief of our horses—Marlow, the free-trader!

He is an evil man... a planter of hate... but my eye is on him!

And he will walk into my trap before his plot can rouse a war against the white man's wagons...

Ay, great brother! Black Fox and twenty more struck the first blow last night!

But that is my warning, Manzar—that your trap fails!
By night they struck... and now, in the Sioux village, the captives cringed as fearful fires burned...

WHITE MAN LIES... WHITE MAN STEALS... WE KILL OR WE DIE!

But they said at Fort Reno this country was peaceful!

That brave with the tomahawk—he's the killer kingpin!

 Enough, Black Fox! Let the council decide the rest!

Pah! Do we hold council upon a coiled snake?

Too long have we harked to Mató-yuni! The conquering bear, and such timid old men! Now the warriors speak—like this!

Hoka-hai! Hoka-hai!

It is Manzar—his battle-cry!
FOOL! WOULD YOU DULL YOUR BLADE WITH A HUNDRED DEATHS, BLACK FOX?

THIS IS MADNESS, MY BROTHERS... LET ME SPEAK-

NO-NO! HE SPEAKS WITH A TRAITOR'S FORKED TONGUE... KILL HIM!

HOKA-HAI!

COME AND KILL ME THEN!

FURIOUS MINUTES LATER...

A THOUSAND DEVILS FIGHT FOR HIM!

I HAVE HURT MY BROTHERS AND MY HEART IS SICK... BUT BLACK FOX MAKES FOOLS OF YOU... LET THE PRISONERS GO FREE!

AND NOW WE RIDE TO PUNISH THE DOGS WHO PLANNED THIS EVIL THING!
NEARBY:
A MAIDEN LISTENS...
STOLEN HORSES AND TREACHEROUS TRADERS... AND HIS EYES BLIND TO ME!

WOULD YOU GO WITH NO WORD FOR SINGING BIRD, MANZAR?
HAI-EE! OUR TRAIL RUNS FAR AND FAST!

BUT YOU KNOW THAT WHEREEVER I RIDE, DAY OR NIGHT, THE THOUGHT OF MY SISTER RIDES WARM WITH ME...
FAREWELL, SINGING BIRD!

FAREWELL!

HIS SISTER... THERE WAS A TIME WHEN HIS EYES CALLED ME SOMETHING ELSE... BUT WHAT CAN I DO NOW TO WIN HIS HEART AGAIN?

FAR ACROSS THE JUMBLED MILES, THE VULTURE-BIRDS OF PANKY HARLOW LOOK DOWN UPON THEIR CRAWLING PREY...

HAAH! SIXTEEN TROOPERS LEADIN' THE PARADE, AND THE FORK OF THE TRAIL DEAD AHEAD... COULDN'T HAVE TIMED IT SLICKER, NED!

YEAH... BUT THEM WAGONS MOUNT A WICKED LOAD OF GUNS, PANKY!

WHO CARES ABOUT THE WAGONS? THE BOYS IN BLUE ARE OUR MEAT—SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH!
On the plain below. We fork off here for Fort Fetterman, Sergeant... now our Rocky Riding starts! Yessir!

So long, Troopers! Thanks for three days of safe and pleasant company!

But short minutes later, as the wagon train rolls on... holy Moses—Injuns!

Good luck in Oregon, pilgrims!

...And from their hiding in the hills, Panky Harlow's renegades come storming!

Hired braves in a flash assault—a daring ruse of flame and fury...

Are they crazy, Cap'n? There's only a handful of 'em! We'll soon see, Morgan—sound attack!
But as the troopers ride for rescue...
They swallowed the bait, Steel! The paywagon gold is ours!

Gold to pay for Fetterman's beef and supplies. But we need it more than the Army does, trooper!

Now fast to the hideout—pan-kee-look!

Sioux! But where did they come from?

From your black dreams, trader in evil! Noka Hai!

Too long have you sown your seeds of trouble and reaped their harvest of plunder!

Bind his men spotted bull! The law of the soldiers can deal with them—Noka Hai!

Let the rocks your crimes have stained with blood call penalty upon you!

His eyes and his voice—as if I knew him! But such a savage—no, it can not be...
Below, Harlow’s Renegade Raiders have vanished as swiftly as they struck...

Pull up, men! It’s a trap!

Crazy attack... can’t understand it!

Here’s the answer, Cap’n—your pay-wagon!

Greetings, white men! I am Manzar, of the Sioux... these captives I bring can sing the rest of the mournful song for you!

Manzar, the bright arrow! Our reports tell many amazing tales of you. Panky Harlow was the Snake-in-the-Grass, eh?

Yes, yes—Estella will tell all... I will show where Pan-Kee’s loot is hidden if the so brave captain say he be kind to me...

Later...

Ho, bright arrow, you have saved our village from great evil... Black Fox will eat curses for many a moon!

Yes, we have fought for peace and won it... but for how long, my brothers—how long?

Manzar rides again in the next issue of Indians!
REDFAWN

Soon the winter winds would howl the plains the Tawakoni tribe called home... Now must the deer be hunted. The bison speared for food and skins, the teepees lined with new-tanned furs to give them shelter from the icy blasts that soon would sweep the land... But one young maiden cared naught for woman's work, instead she yearned to roam the plains with the stalkers of the deer... and as RED FAWN listened to the ancient one, she whispered to her timid friend...

PAH! Is our lot to be nothing but cooking, sewing, and making wigwams? Come, Snow Maiden, follow me with silent feet!
AH, HER BACK TURNED TO US, NOW IS OUR CHANCE TO ESCAPE HER PRATTLING TONGUE! TREAD SOFTLY, SNOW MAIDEN, HEAD FOR THE RIVER...

THERE, WE DID IT! NOW QUICKLY, WE MUST FIND THE CRAFT I HID IN THE REEDS, THEN WE WILL JOIN THE HUNTING PARTY ON THE ISLAND!

I - I LIKE THIS NOT, RED FAWN! MY HEART IS FILLED WITH FEAR!

BUT RED FAWN'S SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE WAS NOT TO BE DENIED, AND SOON, TWO TINY FIGURES STEALTHILY APPROACHED THE ROARING WATERS....

LOOK, THE RAFT IS JUST AHEAD... SOON WE WILL BE ON THE ISLAND STALKING DEER!

WAIT! OUR PUNISHMENT WOULD BE GREAT - LET US RETURN AND LEARN OF TEEPEE MAKING!

NO, THEY COULD NOT PUNISH US IF WE BAG A DEER, COULD THEY? COME, I WILL GUARD YOU WELL!

BUT, UNGEEN ON A NEARBY HILLOCK, A TAWAKONI TRIBE-MAN STOOD WATCHING, CAREFULLY SCANNING THE HORIZON FOR RAIDERS THAT MIGHT ATTACK HIS VILLAGE...

ALL APPEARS PEACEFUL. THE STRIPLINGS ARE ON THEIR FIRST HUNT, AND THE MAIDENS LEARN THE ART OF TEEPEE... WAIT! THOSE FIGURES YONDER...

DO MY EYES DECEIVE ME? TWO FIGURES - MAIDENS WEARING THE TAWAKONI DRESS. I MUST WARN THEM, FOR THEY KNOW NOT THE FOREST'S DANGERS!

HO, SMALL ONES - WAIT! I AM LONE EAGLE, AND WOULD HAVE WORDS WITH YOU!

LOOK, RED FAWN - WE ARE DISCOVERED! WHAT EVER WILL WE DO NOW?
I am not too sure myself, Snow Maiden! Greetings, Lone-Eagle. There was nothing to do at camp, so we thought we would hunt the deer...

Hunt? Nothing to do? Go small ones, return to your task of sewing skins for teepees!

No—no. I am Red Fawn—and my shaft can wing the arrow as well as any Tawakoni brave!

You return, Lone Eagle—say we hunt for food! Quickly, now, Snow Maiden—pole into the stream!

Come back, come back, or a hundred lashes of the willow-reed will be your punishment!

He babbles angrily, but never could he catch us. Faster, pole faster!

And as the river seized their craft and carried them closer to the island, others lay hidden in the brush. There! Ever seeking the Tawakoni hunters...

Use caution—for we Comanches are but a handful against the Tawakoni.

Aye, but we are full-fledged warriors, while they are only striplings. Ah, I sight their party...

Then come, and let stealth be our ally! Remember, when a Tawakoni wanders out of sight of his party, make him captive without a sound!
AND AS THE COMANCHE GHOSTED SILENTLY THROUGH THE FOREST, THE YOUNG TAWAKONIS OF THE "HUNTERS SOCIETY" LISTENED EAGERLY TO THEIR INSTRUCTOR...

YOU WOULD BE HUNTERS, BUT YOU LET YOUR SHAFTS WING THUS? WHY, NOT ONE OF YOU HAS HIT A VITAL ORGAN ON THE TARGET! COME, I WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO SHOOT.

FEET WELL APART, YOUR LEFT SIDE FACING THE TARGET... NOW NOTCH YOUR BARB AND PULL BACK SLOWLY UNTIL YOUR RIGHT HAND TOUCHES YOUR JAWBONE... AH, MUCH BETTER, BUT THERE IS STILL THE MOST IMPORTANT PART TO LEARN.

AND THAT IS HOW TO PROPERLY SIGHT YOUR QUARRY... OBSERVE WELL THE DRAWING I WILL MAKE...

HAI! HAI! I HAVE FOUND THE SPOOR OF DEER! THEY GRAZE BUT A STONE'S THROW YONDER!

NOTICE HOW YOUR EYE AIDS DOWN, WHILE THE ARROW'S PATH IS... HARK! WHO CALLS?

THEN THE TIME HAS COME TO TEST THE YOUNG ONES' SKILL! STALK SOFTLY, AND SKINS AND FOOD SHALL SOON BE OURS!
Meanwhile, two small figures beach their log raft...

Danger in the air, Red Fawn, I can smell it. Let us return while there is still time!

Pah! Now you talk like an old woman tending fires! We came to hunt, and I will not return till I have bagged a prize! Would you not also like to do the same, Snow Maiden?

Would you not enjoy the envious eyes the young hunters would cast your way?

I-I guess so, Red Fawn... but I am still frightened! L-listen! That noise in the tree tops! What...

Eagle Hawk! Sharp taloned killer of the forest! Beady eyes glint as he sights his prey, and great wings stretch...

May my shaft be as keen as your ears! Look, it is an Eagle Hawk... I must not miss this chance!

He flutters earthward! Come, he must not escape!

I did it—I winged him! Now none can say I am not a hunter! But look!

Down he swoops, down toward the maidens below... and as he nears them, a stone-tipped arrow splits the wind.
While, not far distant, a deer herd grazes quietly in a valley, with their horned buck leader ever on the guard for danger...

But the wind is against him, and he does not sense the Tawakoni tribesmen who silently pad forward...

Then great bows taut... ready to wing their barbs of death...

But suddenly an eagle plummets earthward! Instantly the buck leader sounds a warning, and swift as the wind they dart to the nearby foliage!

And as they disappear into the sheltering forest, a shout rings out...

There it is, snow maiden—the eagle-hawk is mine!

Just wait till I show them this at camp! I can hear them now—they will say red fawn is truly a hunter and...

Look, red fawn! Look who comes with anger on his face!

Aye, great anger, small ones—for you have ruined the hunt, deprived us of many skins and much meat! Come here, you must be punished!
AH, I HAVE THIS VIXEN! QUICKLY NOW, SLASH ME A WILLOW REED... BUT LOOK... THE ONE CALLED RED FAWN FLEES. AFTER HER!

DEEP INTO THE FOREST RACES THE LITTLE MAIDEN—AND NOT FOR NOTHING IS SHE NAMED RED FAWN, FOR THOUGH HER STEPS ARE SMALL, SHE IS AS FLEET AS THE DEER ITSELF!

THE SOUNDS OF PURSUIT GROW DIMAS ON SHE SPEEDS, UNTIL AT LAST, A HUGE LOG BLOCKS HER PATH, AND AS SHE HURLETS OVER, UNSEEN IS THE WARRIOR CROUCHED BEHIND IT...

DOWN SHE FALLS, AND A YELP OF PAIN ESCAPES THE LIPS OF THE STARTLED COMANCHE LEADER...

M—MY BACK! QUICK, SEIZE HER!

GOOD! NOW BIND AND GAG HER, THEN WE WILL ONCE MORE STALK THE TAWAKONI!

STALK MY TRIBESMEN? NO, YOU WILL NOT DO IT—RED FAWN WILL STOP YOU!

TOO LATE! FOR SURROUNDING THE COMANCHE RAIDING PARTY...

HO! COMANCHE RAIDERS! COME, TAWAKONI, PROVE YOUR METTLE IN BATTLE!

AEE! SHE KICKS YOUR THUNDER-ROD AND MAKES IT ROAR! HURRY. SILENCE THIS WILDCAT!
THEN TOMAHAWKS FLY, AND WAR WHOOPS ECHO THE FOREST, FOR WITH SURPRISE NO LONGER THEIR ALLY, THE COMANCHE WARRIORS STAND NO CHANCE...

SURRENDER, THE TAWAKONI ARE TOO MANY!

HAI! A GREAT DAY! INDEED! THE HUNT WAS PROSPEROUS BEYOND ALL HOPE!

AYE, WE CAME SEEKING DEER, AND RETURN WITH COMANCHE CAPTIVES!

AND I, TOO, HAVE A CAPTIVE, FRIENDS! LOOK. THE COMANCHE LEADER SURRENDERS TO MY SPEAR!

YOU DID WRONG IN RUNNING AWAY AND KNOCKING LONE-EAGLE INTO THE RIVER. RED FAWN...

AYE, TO THE TEEPEE, LITTLE ONE! WITH THE SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE, THIS REED WILL REWARD YOU FIVE TIMES!

HAI! FIVE STINGS OF THE WILLOW REED IS A SMALL PRICE TO PAY. FOR I, RED FAWN, HAVE THE PRIZE OF AN EAGLE-HAWK, A CAPTIVE COMANCHE LEADER, AND THE HONOR OF SAVING MY TRIBE... AYE, RED FAWN IS A GREAT HUNTER!

BUT AT THE SAME TIME, WERE IT NOT FOR YOU, THE COMANCHE RAIDERS WOULD HAVE CAPTURED SOME OF OUR STRIPLING HUNTERS... THEREFORE, YOUR PUNISHMENT WILL BE LIGHT THIS TIME... TAKE HER TO THE TEEPEE.

THE END
Don't guess, get the best!

On sale at all newsstands!

Look for the BULL'S-EYE!
The year was 1860, and the day was a great day in the life of young Chip Blake... it was his birthday, and it was also his day of dreams... for he was waiting now to ride his first relay for THE PONY EXPRESS!

Well, son, you're all set... you know the route, you know the company's rules... the rest is up to your hoss and your gun and you.

I'll do my best, Mr. Martin!
YOUR MAIN TROUBLE, IN THIS GOOD WEATHER, WILL BE THE SAVAGES... AND I GOT JUST TWO WORDS TO SAY ON THEM...

THE WORDS IS KILL 'EM. THEY'RE ALL ALIKE, AND THE ONLY GOOD INJUN IS A DEAD INJUN... THEY'RE TRICKY AS COYOTES... MEAN AS SNAKES...

LOOK! HERE'S MY PICKUP NOW!

THIS IS IT - MY CHANCE TO SHOW I'M A MAN... CHIP BLAKE RIDING WITH THE BEST MEN IN THE WEST...

HERE Y'ARE! FAST MAIL FROM ST. JOE AND ALL POINTS EAST!

TWENTY POUNDS OF IT, BOY - AT FIVE FAT DOLLARS A LETTER... LATEST NEWS FROM HORACE GREELEY AND ABE LINCOLN AND THE KING OF BOSTON, BOUND FOR CALIFORNIA... AND SHE'S ALL YOURS!

KEEP THEM EYES IN THE BACK OF YOUR HEAD PEERED, CHIP... AND IF INJUN SIGNS GET THICK, TURNT BACK!

RECKON MR. MARTIN'S SCAREY TALK IS THE REGULAR Dose THEY GIVE TENDERFOOT RIDERS, BUT I'LL SHOW 'EM!

LET THE INDIANS COME! THIS MAIL GOES THROUGH - AND ALL THE REDSKINS IN NEBRASKA TERRITORY AIN'T ENOUGH TO STOP IT!

AND SO - HE RODE - CHIP BLAKE OF KENTUCKY... A LONE RIDER IN AN EMPTY LAND - UNTIL THE HOWLING PLUTES STRUCK!
They were hiding in the foothill roughs... one of Chief Three Claw's devil bands...

...and suddenly they were riding down from nowhere and from everywhere—and the greenhorn was pocketed...

Aya!—Kill!

Got us cut off, horse—and their odds are twenty to one!

But let's see if their unshod ponies can run the rocks as fast and far as shod hoofs can...

Within a few steep, jagged miles, Three-Claw's will in pursuit was lost behind...

But you did it, horse—not me! Got to cut back to the trail now... Whoa! What's that?

Treed Indian, and a wounded bear—two of a killer-kind.
AND THE BEAR HAS GOTTEN HIM! ONE LESS YOWLING DEVIL TO RAID AND PLUNDER AND MURDER...

BUT I CAN'T RIDE ON AND LET IT HAPPEN...

MY FOLKS ALWAYS TAUGHT THAT A HUMAN'S A HUMAN—THE BAD AS WELL AS THE GOOD—and I'll waste one bullet now to back that notion...

THERE YOU ARE, PIUTE—ONE DEAD BEAR! IT'S MY BIRTHDAY PRESENT TO YOU AND YOUR KILLER TRIBE!

AND I'M GOING TO FIX THAT ARM OF YOURS—JUST FOR CUSSEDNESS AND LUCK...

JUST TO GIVE YOU SOMETHING TO REMEMBER NEXT TIME YOUR CAMP STARTS SHARPENING THE SCALP-KNIVES...

SO LONG, PIUTE! TELL YOUR PALS WHO JUST MISSED KILLING ME THAT THEY'RE ALWAYS WELCOME TO A BULLET FROM CHIP BLAKE OF THE PONY EXPRESS!
MONTHS
PASSED...
AND NOW
CHIP
BLAKE
WAS A
VETERAN
OF THE
TRAILS...
ACROSS
THE WEST,
MEN SPOKE
OF HIS
LUCK AND
HIS SKILL
AND HIS
CARING...

LOOKS LIKE CHIP'S DONE
IT AGAIN, MR. MARTIN—CLEAN
ANOTHER SIX MINUTES OFF
THE RUN FROM LARAMIE.

COME GET IT
WHILE IT'S HOT,
BUCK! SPECIAL
RUSH ORDERS
FOR COLONEL
WEBSTER AT
FORT BRIDGER!

ANY INJUN
SIGN, CHIP?

SOME FAR
SMOKE SIX
MILES OUT,
BUT NOT A
FEATHER
SIGHTED!

CHIP BLAKE'S
LUCK AGAIN!
SOMEHOW
THEY NEVER
TROUBLE YOU,
SON...

MAYBE I
GOT 'EM
SCARED.
HOWDY,
SALLY!

HELLO, CHIP! DID YOU HEAR
THAT HIRAM SIBLEY CLAIMS
HE'LL FINISH HIS TELEGRAPH
LINE BEFORE COLD WEATHER?

YEP, I HEARD ALL THAT.
AND I KNOW IT MEANS
THAT THE PONY EXPRESS
WON'T HAVE LONG TO
RUN... BUT I BEEN
SAVING MY WAGES, SAL,
AND I GOT SOME
PLANS IN MIND...

...AND SO THEY TALKED,
READING EACH OTHER'S
EYES, UNTIL THE DIN OF
DANGER WOKE THEM...

THREE-CLAW! HE'S
DROVE BUCK BACK—
HE'S GOING TO RAID
THE STATION!

BUCK'S WOUNDED
BAD— THEY'RE
TURNIN' FOR
ANOTHER RUSH!

LET 'EM
COME CLOSE
AND THEN
POUR IT
TO 'EM!

...
And as the charge of three claw's braves falters in a hail of bullets... They're high-tailing! But poor buck is finished, I reckon!

Get his mail sack... those orders for Fort Bridger have got to go--and now!

Who'll take 'em? A hundred dollars--two hundred--to the man who'll ride this one relay!

Guess that means me, Sally!

No, Chip--you're just off your own run... you're tired...

But two hundred dollars is a big month's wages... and I got a hunch these orders mean more than the risk of what one man's neck is worth.

You're right, son... these orders could save ten lives a day if they cut the troops loose against the Apaches.

I'll get 'em through--me and my luck!

But Chip Blake's luck was running thin... for high among the western crags...

Behold! Other guns go back now, and one rider comes fast--alone!

Hail! And the strong new weapon of three-claw shall be his doom: ride and kill!
AND THIS TIME THE TRAP WAS SHARP... THEY ROODE HIM INTO A PEN OF CLIFFS... AND A NEW FOE FACED HIS HORSE AT EVERY TURN...

CAN'T SKIN THROUGH 'EM... ONLY CHANCE IS TO WHEEL AND SHOOT FREE... WHAT'S WRONG, HORSE?

HIS HORSE FALLS! THREE-CLAW SHOOTS THE QUARRY DOWN!

BULLET IN MY HIP... MY LUCK'S FAILED US, SALLY- GIRL...

DOZENS OF 'EM CLOSING IN... AND A NEW BATCH POPPING UP FROM OUT OF NOWHERE... I'M DONE!

BUT I'LL TAKE A FEW ALONG WITH ME... WAIT—THOSE OTHERS—THEY'RE ATTACKING THREE-CLAW!

AHH-OOH! AHH-OOH! YOUR MASTERS COME, O, PIUTE DOGS!

THE SHOSHONES, OF RED HAWK! FLEE!

FIVE FALLEN AND THREE-CLAW DEAD! IS IT ENOUGH?

ENOUGH! WHERE IS THE WHITE MAN?

BIND HIS WOUND AND READY THE POLE-Drag... HE HAS FAR TO GO TO SETTLE HIS DEBT WITH RED HAWK!
His mind is empty?
Let it be unknown to him, then, that the ghost of a dead bear walks today!

Let it be unknown how Shoshone eyes have watched his trail and kept it safe since his angry gun spared the life of Red Hawk!

Miles ahead...
Ho! He wakes! The place you seek is below, white man, and the debt of my shriveled arm is paid!

Minutes later, startled troopers opened the gates of the fort to a strange arrival—a wild Indian horse that hailed a dazed and wounded and bewildered messenger of the pony express...

Fort Bridger

It's Blake, Colonel! Chip Blake from South Pass station!

What's up, Blake? Those Indians on the bluff—who were they?

I—i don't know, Colonel Webster... I only know the piutes jumped me—these others rode up—and here I am with your special orders!

But there must be some explanation!

Maybe it all will come to me later... there's a face in my mind that I know I saw somewhere... but right now, all I can say for sure is that Mr. Martin is plumb wrong about dead Indians being the only good Indians!

The End
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ORPHAN
OF THE
STORM
BY EMILA JAYNE

The Great Fire God Sinks Behind
The distant hills and purple
Shadows creep across
Our plains, so come
to the fireside...
listen to the
Words of wise
Old Legurchi...

Sharpen your ears,
For tonight I will tell
you the story of this
Little Colt and how he
became the newest
Member of our tribe...
IT HAPPENED IN THE HIGH COUNTRY, A RUMOR HAD REACHED CURA EARS THAT THE PAWNEES WERE PANTING FOR WAR. I LED A SCOUTING PARTY TO FIND OUT IF THIS WAS TRUE, AND AFTER THREE DAYS MARCH...

SO FAR, WE HAVE SEEN NO WARRIORS TRACKS ON THE SNOW.

THAT IS RIGHT, LEGURCHI. BUT SOMETHING STIRS IN THE VALLEY...

LISTEN!

IT IS A WOLF PACK'S HUNTING CRY. THEY HAVE SCENTED THEIR PREY.

YES... AND CORNERED THEM TOO! LOOK—LOOK THERE IN THE GULLY!

AND THEN WE SAW A HERD OF WILD HORSES WHINNYING IN TERROR, AS THEY LASHED AT THEIR TORMENTORS WITH THEIR SHARP HOOPS...

FOR LONG MINUTES, THEY FOUGHT OFF THE HUNGER-MAD WOLVES. THEN, SEIZED BY SUDDEN PANIC, THE HORSES TURNED AND FLED...

INSTANTLY, WITH Growls OF TRIUMPH, THE PACK CLOSED IN AND CUT OUT A MARE AND ITS Colt FROM THE FLOURNEERING HERO. NEIGHING PITIFULLY, THE TWO DOOMED BEASTS RACED OFF WITH THE WOLF-PACK AT THEIR HEELS...
TELL ME NOW, CHILDREN, WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED SO FAR FROM MY STORY?

I KNOW! THE HORSES WERE FOOLISH TO SCATTER. FOR IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH!

THAT IS RIGHT, LEGURCHI. THE WOLVES WERE SMARTER. THEY KNEW HOW TO DIVIDE AND CONQUER! WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?

THEN WE RUSHED IN. WE SAW THAT THE MARE HAD FALLEN...

DRIVE OFF THE WOLVES. WE WILL TAKE THOSE HORSES TO OUR VILLAGE.

"BUT THE WOLVES WERE HUNGRY. BEFORE WE COULD REACH THEM, THE MARE WAS DEAD. ONE OF THE SAVAGE BEASTS WAS ATTACKING THE COLT. WHEN AN ARROW STOPPED HIS CHARGE..."

WE HAVE DRIVEN THEM OFF, LEGURCHI. IS THE COLT HURT?

HIS KNEE IS BRUISED FROM THE FALL, BUT WILL SOON HEAL. HARK... SOMEONE CALLS!

LOOK, LEGURCHI, SCOUT SIGNALS FROM THE CLIFF! YES... I SEE HIM. WATCH!

FOR BRIEF SECONDS WE STUDIED THE WAVING BLANKET, THEN...

"PAWNEES! HE HAS SEEN A BAND OF THEM ACROSS THE VALLEY—COME!"
"Instantly, all thoughts of the colt were crowded from our minds as we raced up the mountain, and soon..."

They are Pawnees, all right, but they have their squaws with them. No... that is not a war party!

Come, we will return to the valley. I want to save that colt!

He is gone, but his tracks are plain on the snow.

And the wolves have come back... they are on his trail!

So we followed him. That colt was hurt, alone and defenseless. What would you have done if you were he?

A colt can outrun a wolf. If I were the little horse, I would have galloped off to the plains!

Yes... and then I would have tried to find the rest of the herd.

But you forget... the snow is piled deep on the plains, and the colt's hoofs would sink into it...

But the wolves are much lighter and would skim over the crust. In such a situation, a cool head is needed! One must not get panicky.

You are right, Legurchi! To run to the plains would have been foolish. But what did our little colt do?
"We followed his tracks and saw that he was smart. He had left the valley where the snowdrifts were deep and was climbing a mountain which was almost bare..."

"And although the wolves were close behind him, he held steadfast to his plan—to find a place where he could defend himself..."

"And he succeeded! He scrambled up on a narrow ledge, then turned to face his tormentors..."

"On they came, casting caution to the winds, but soon their victory howls changed to yelps of pain as the colt's sharp hoofs lashed out at them..."

"Again and again, the brave little horse drove them back from the ledge. But he was alone and the wolves were many. So finally, they scrambled onto his rocky perch..."

"As that furred fury catapulted down on him, he rolled on his back and lashed at it with his hoofs..."

"Still he did not despair, but glanced around to seek another way to escape. Then he saw another enemy above him... a cougar tensed to spring..."

"Victory was his! The cougar fell into the center of the wolf pack. Instantly they leaped upon that killer cat..."
The wolves turned on the spitting, clawing, cougar. And as we neared them, the sound of that furious struggle was echoing across the hills...

Good hunting, brave! I will get the cougar while you wipe out the wolf pack!

And you, brave fellow, you gave us many pelts today. We will welcome you as a member of our tribe!

So that is the story of our little friend. He taught us that no matter how great the odds are against us, we must never give up.

I like brave warrior!

The sun has sunk behind the hills, and it is time we went to our teepees. But remember to think up a name for our brave little horse who so smartly outwitted the wolves, and is the newest member of our tribe!
Feathered Cheetah was winging the plains. The painted crows were rampaging, bent on wresting their ancient hunting grounds from the enemy Blackfeet. And within their racing trap lay Lone Bear, his squaw, and his young, sturdy-limbed son—LONG BOW!
Lone Bear’s only warning had been an ambush arrow. The crows shaft drove into his back. Pain burned through Lone Bear, but he kept on his feet. Twisting, turning, hiding his trail, he stumbled back to warn looking glass and the boy.

Were they crows, Lone Bear? Will they follow and kill us?

They were crows. A war-party. We must send the boy away before they find us.

Take care of my bow, boy. It’s the best bow in all the Plains country. Take it and ride for the big camp and watch out for the crows.

But you and my mother?

Do as your father orders, boy. We’ll hide, go now. Quick!

But time was already short. Out of a canyon galloped the crows war-party, determined not to let even a Blackfoot cub escape their scalp-knives.

No, no, father. I must stay and fight!

Ride, boy... Fast! Fast!
WAH-HOO! EY-YI-YI! KILL THE BLACKFOOT DOGS! KILL THEM ALL! YIP-PEE! LET NONE ESCAPE!

NO HOPE FOR US, IF ONLY THE BOY ESCAPES.

CHASE DOWN THE BLACKFOOT BOY, HE WILL GROW UP TO SCALP OUR SONS!

THE BOY KNEW HE MUST OBEY LONE BEAR'S ORDERS. HE MUST RIDE. BUT SOME DAY HE WOULD Avenge LONE BEAR AND LOOKING-GLASS. SOME DAY LONE BEAR'S BOW WOULD SING A WAR SONG...

But the crows were hot on his trail. Their ponies were swift.

Suddenly, the Indian boy drew rein. There was the Rosebud River, blocking him in front. The grinning crows had circled him from behind. The trap was sprung.

You won't get me, Big Bellies!

The river got him. I wish all Blackfeet would die the same way.

And then...

...Blackfoot boy and gallant pinto—over the cliff they leap!
Down, down, into the canyon of the Rosebud. Horse and rider struck hard. The Blackfoot boy was stunned. But he fought his way to the surface to find that the current was dragging him to the falls...

From the crows to the cruel white waters, this time I can't escape!

Then suddenly nature helped...

The Great Spirit must have sent me his hand.

Oh, you long-haired warriors, the Great Spirit has saved me. Now watch your scalps!

Having searched unsuccessfully for his pony, the Blackfoot boy crawled cautiously up the cliff...

That noise? A cougar, and I have no weapon but this damp bow.

Desperation gave the Blackfoot boy strength. Swiftly he notched an arrow against the soggy bow-string...

Stay away, cougar, I have no quarrel with you.

The Indian boy saw the blaze in the cougar's topaz eyes. He saw the animal's twitching tail, the painful trap with its broken chain clamped to his hind foot, and he knew the cougar would attack. How could he fight the fierce beast with a water-soaked bow so thick and heavy that many warriors could scarcely use it?
Others might have run, but this Blackfoot boy had the courage of a warrior race. Drawing the bow with every ounce of strength in his young arms, he met the beast's growling charge...

The great bow with its eagle-feathered shaft twanged damply. The arrow nicked the cougar, but the pain-maddened cat was not to be stopped so easily. A sweep of the paw and the boy was down...

I go to join Lone Bear and Looking-Glass!

Suddenly, the glade was filled with a ferocious barking. The cougar whirled from the helpless boy to face two huge hounds driving in from each side...

Above the barking, snarling fray came another sound—the sound of moccassin feet...

Men come. I must hide.

But only one man came, a tall, gaunt white man. To the scared Blackfoot boy, he too seemed an enemy...

Good work, Samson. Good work, Goliath. Lucky you found this critter else he'd have made off with his hide and our trap, too. Here's here's an arrow graze! Injuns around.
Sad and weary, the son of Lone Bear and Looking-Glass dragged himself into a cave that his keen eyes had spotted. Here in the abandoned coyote den the boy slept the sleep of the wilds. The sleep of the bear and the bison, the deer and the antelope. The boy awoke with the sunrise, strong and refreshed...

Meanwhile, the red-headed trapper, he of the huge dogs, was also on the move...

Quiet now, Samson, and you, too, Goliath. Keep those ears tuned for redskins...

Close by the Indian boy found a clear stream that fed the turbulent Rosebud River...

Pushing his birchbark canoe into the stream, the buckskin man headed out...

I feel as if eyes were watching us. The woods are a mite too silent...

And eyes were watching, the eyes of the Blackfoot boy...
The White Man is gone. I’ll explore his lodge. He’ll never know...

The rich odor of venison and pea-beans drew the Indian lad towards the fireplace. Suddenly a horrible moaning froze his blood...

He turned just in time to avoid the raking attack of a furious horned-owl...

Don’t scold me, owl. I’m no thief. I’m only hungry. I’ll repay your master for what I take.

Perhaps the owl is as wise as they say. Perhaps he understood the boy. At least he quieted down and watched the lad eat...

White man’s food is good.

A war-party was approaching the cabin. It was the same band of crows that had fallen on Lone Bear and looking-glass...

The boy was feeding his friend, the owl, when a faint stealthy noise reached his fear-sharpened ears...

You hear that, owl?
THE WHITE MAN’S WEAPON SHOOTS FAR AND STRAIGHT. WHAT IF HE’S WATCHING FOR US?

I TELL YOU, THE WHITE MAN IS AS STUPID AS THE BUFFALO. HIS SCALP WILL HANG ON MY WAR-CLUB.

STAY IN HIDING WHILE I, FOX-THAT-BITES, SCOUT THE WHITE MAN’S LODGE.

QUICKLY THE MURDEROUS CROWS SLIPPED BEHIND TREES, WHILE FOX-THAT-BITES CROPT UP ON THE CABIN...

THE BLACKFOOT BOY’S KEEN EYES HAD GLIMPSED THE CROW CHIEF’S WAR-BONNET. HE KNEW HIS DEADLY ENEMIES HAD HIM CORNERED. BUT HE WASN’T BEATEN YET...

THE SINREW BOW-STRING HAD DRIED IN THE WARMTH OF THE CABIN. THE BLACKFOOT BOY PREPARED FOR THE ATTACK. HE WAS SCARED, BUT HE KNEW THAT A BLACKFOOT MUST NEVER ADMIT FEAR...

ONCE MY FATHER TOLD ME HOW THE WHITE MAN’S THUNDERSTICK WORKS...

THAT SHINY PEBBLE INSIDE MUST BE THE DEATH-THAT-ROARS. IF MY BOW FAILS, I WILL TRY THIS WHITE MAN’S WEAPON, BUT I WOULD RATHER HAVE A TOMAHAWK OR EVEN A GOOD SHARP HUNTING KNIFE.
Now a strange thing happened. A canoe came shooting down the river, the white man, having found Indian signs, had swung back to protect his cabin and his rich store of pelts.

The trapper thought he was well ahead of the marauders. His first warning of ambush came when the great hound, Samson, gave voice.

What do you see, Samson?

But not in time... black-feathered crow arrows were already lashing around him. One shaft drove deep into the trapper's shoulder...

Caught me flat-footed. It looks like trail's end!

Ya-wahoo! Kill! Kill!

Come on! You painted varmints.

Agr-rrr!

A bow twanged. An unexpected arrow struck fox—that bites... struck deep...

The sudden ferocious attack in their rear startled the crows, sent them stampeding into the woods. They hadn't expected a real fight...

It was the Blackfoot boy shooting his father's great hunting bow with a strength born of revenge.

One for my father, lone bear! And one for my mother, looking glass!

Run, you big bellies, run!
Can I help you, white-man? I know much about tending arrow wounds. My mother taught me how to use herbs.

Where did you pop from? You must have been holed up in the cabin.

Yes, I was hiding in your lodge. I was lost and hungry, but I did not mean to steal your food. I would have paid you back.

Don't talk of pay. I owe you my life. I'm obliged, lad, a heap more obliged than I can express in Indian lingo.

Hereabouts they call me Trapper Jim. What's your name, lad?

I am the son of Lone Bear, the great hunter. In my tribe a boy doesn't get a name until he's done something to earn it.

That's a powerfully tall bow you carry for one so young. I hardly see how you've got the strength to bend it.

It's my father's bow. He gave it to me just before the crows killed him. It's true, I can hardly bend it, but today I had to.

You know, lad, I been thinking about a name for you. I think you should rightly be called Long Bow. It's a good name, and you sure earned it.

Long Bow... I like that name. It sounds big and brave.

Well, Long Bow, what do you say? Will you stay with me until you can rejoin your tribe?

I'd like that, Trapper Jim. It is well that the whites and the Indians dwell like brothers. There is room for both in this broad land.

Outside, the wind off the Big Horns was singing of an early winter. Inside the tight cabin, Long Bow felt safe and secure with his new-found friend, Trapper Jim, and the two great hounds; for the moment at least, Long Bow, the Blackfoot boy, was safe...

Tomorrow, lad, I'll show you my trap-line.

Good, we shall hunt and trap together.

For more great adventures of Long Bow and Trapper Jim, see the next big issue of Indians!
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GROW MORE VIRILE HAIR
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If the KELPIDINE REDUCING PLAN doesn't do the wonders for you that it has done for others . . . if you don't lose as much weight as you want to lose . . . if you are not 100% delighted with results . . . YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED AT ONCE.

FREE!

The famous Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan, which has helped many lose 10 - 20 - 30 lbs . . . even more, quickly and safely, will be sent ABSOLUTELY FREE with your order. SEND IT NOW!

MAIL COUPON NOW!

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS CO., Dept. 374
1025 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

Send me at once for $2. cash, check, or money order, one month's supply of Kelpidine Tablets postpaid. If I am not 100% satisfied my money will be refunded.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ________

☐ I enclose $5. send three month's supply

SENT ON 10 DAY APPROVAL